







































































































Thermodynamic EQUILIBRIUM
AN isolated system is at equilibrium when its
macroscopicproperties remain constant in time
A NON isolated system is in equilibrium when
4 Thesystem'smacroscopicproperties remain constant

in time and

2 Isolation of the systemfrom its surroundings cause
no changes inThe systemproperties

System in Steady State
If a is true but 2 is not ThenThe non isolatedsystem
was not at equilibrium but rather was in a steady state

In a system in steady state The properties
are constant over time even Though The system
exchanges matter or energy with The surroundings

i
If we disconnect The system in The example above from
The two reservoirs The temperaturegradient across the
system will disappear as The system equilibrates to a

uniform temperature










































































































We will distinguish between different degrees of
equilibrium
mechanicalequilibrium each fluid phasehas the same

uniform pressure

thermal equilibrium each phasehas The same uniform
temperature

transfer equilibrium Theforward and backward rates of
transfer of each substancebetween
phases are equal

reaction equilibrium Theforward and backward rates of
transfer of eachelementary reaction
occurring are equal

Transferand reactionequilibria are sometime grouped
together and called materials equilibrium

Let's look at some examples
adiabatic wall

In Thisexample The same substance
Ta TB at different temperatures is

q
fieffornated by a moveable adiabatic

Thepiston can move so mechanical
moveable equilibrium is reached but the
adiabatic adiabatic pistonprevents the two
piston sides from attaining thermal

equilib
i e we have Pa PB but Ta TB


















































































In thisexample we have a
solvent solute on The left

i snideea.ge msoweni on

r Thetwosides sides are

flexible solvent sdfkffetendakwaanfffxa.BY
solvent only permeable only to Thesolute diathermal solventwall permeable

only for solvent
Here we can reach
mechanical equilibrium PasPis
and Thermal equilibrium Ta TB
but cannot reach transfer
equilibrium Ma MBF

chemical potentials
more on chem pot Later

In Thiselectrochemical cell example
when switch is open systemzn2t Cust cannot reach reaction

2 n cu equilibrium
z z

504 504

Semipermeable diathermal wall
permeable to non reactive
electrolytes but impermeableto redox species



Specifying The Thermodynamic Equilibrium State
Howmany thermodynamicproperties are needed to fully
define an equilibrium state

Generally it is 2 t S independent variables for each phase
present in the system where S is the substances in
each phase

e g a liquidphase mixture of 5substancesrequires 2 5 7 independent
variablesi e Cp T hi nz nz ny ns

e.g Consider a single substance in solid liquid phases together
in the system Possible

substances independent independent
Phase inphase variables variables
solid 5 1 Zts 3 PsgTsgNs
Liquid s I 2ts 3 Pe Te ne

6 independent Ps Pe Ts Tevariables Ns Ne
The number of independent variable are reduced by
constraints from equilibrium

if There is mechanical equilibrium in thetwophaseexample above we
have Ps Pe and if there is thermal equilibrium we have Ts Te

These two equations from the two equilibria reduce the
number of independent variables to four p T Ns he

Furthermore there may be a transfer equilibriumbetweenthe two phases e.g
HzOce F HzOcs

with an equilibrium equation constraint
ne
j K equilibriumconstant

leaving us with only three independent variables p T n total



EQUATIONS OF STATE
In a uniformphase system at equilibrium the Thermodynamic
properties are related through an equation of state
For a singlephase system with n moles of a single puresubstance

f p T n Volumetric EQUATION of STATE

e g all high school students learn The ideal gas law
n RT p ideal gas

Equations of state can be inverted as needed

p g V T n or T g p V n

Equation of state for any puresinglephase system has
general form

n g p T singlephase puresubstance
i e the volume is linearly proportional to The moles

It is often convenient to define the equationof stateof molar volume of pure substance in a singlephaseas
m NI g pit singlephase puresubstance

For a singlephase system with a mixture of
substances f p T n nz singlephase mixture

where hi are the moles of The ith substance
in The mixture

In a heterogeneous system each phase has its own
equation of state

FHzoce PFM fHzocs PIM Ffgenzenece PF n

In thermodynamics The equations of state are
determined experimentally



P
WhileThe laws of Thermodynamics are generalTheycannot be used to deduce an equation of state for a
particular system To do This you'll need statistical
mechanics

For equations of state in solids we'll need to include independent
variables for shear stress 07
i e Um ffp T of singlephase pure solid substance
of course if shear stress exceeds The elastic limit
The Solid Then plastic deformation occurs and the
equation of State breaks down

Phase Diagrams
We will also be working will phase diagrams inThis course

supercriticalP fluid

solid
liquid t

itc.int aeEfItIisiigpPnroaeeetiesecone

gasr trippleoint
T

any point on this plot represents a system in
equilibrium at that pit
non equilibriumstates cannot be represented on This plot
Solid line represents co existence curve of 2phasesin equilibrium
Triple point is where all 3phases co exist at equilibrium
phase transition is continuous transfer of substance
from one phase to another

at critical point intensive properties of liquidsand
gases become identical


